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ABSTRACT
The goal of this research is to study the implementation of supercapacitors (SCs)
into the energy storage system of an electric propulsion system (EPS) on a
hybrid-powered vessel. A commercial ship EPS can be designed in a similar fashion as
the drive system of a hybrid vehicle. The first commercial hybrid vessels are just now
coming online, with a traditional hybrid propulsion system (HPS) consisting of only a
battery bank and diesel-electric propulsion. This study looks at adding a bank of
supercapacitors to work with the EPS.
The addition of supercapacitors to an HPS is advantageous in many ways. SCs
can be discharged thousands of times more than a high energy density battery, thus
extending the life of the SC bank. One unique characteristic of SCs is their ability to
discharge a large amount of energy very quickly, making this trait very useful for vessel
operations—for example, during the power take-off and the starting of heavy electrical
machinery, which draws an enormous load during the first seconds of start-up. However,
the main focus of this study is the EPS during normal sea conditions where a vessel will
spend the majority of its lifetime.
Computer simulations (using MATLAB and Simulink) confirmed that, with the
appropriate control and management, SCs reduce the strain on batteries. Also, the fuel
efficiency was shown to be improved when comparing a hybrid propulsion system to a
non-hybrid propulsion system.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

This chapter introduces the reasons for conducting this research through a brief
explanation of some assumptions, concepts, and related research.
A.

MOTIVATION
The energy needs and solutions in the maritime domain are evolving quickly, and

constantly. International environmental standards are becoming more restrictive to the use
of fossil fuels for seagoing vessels. Vessels have begun to switch to liquefied natural gas
for fuel instead of diesel because the new standards require more expensive low sulfur
diesel fuel to be used. In the latest developments, vessel owners have also begun to install
hybrid power systems on board. A vessel may be classified as a hybrid-powered ship, if it
has electric power produced by a diesel generator with a battery bank integrated into the
electric propulsion system [1]. Currently there are only a few U.S. flagged vessels that can
be considered hybrid-powered ships [2]. There are currently no U.S. flagged hybridpowered cargo ships. However, a Norwegian vessel called the Viking Princess, shown in
Figure 1, is claimed by the owner to be the first hybrid-powered cargo vessel in the world.
According to the vessel propulsion manufacturer Wartsila, “The Norwegian vessel is now
the first ever offshore supply vessel in which batteries reduce the number of generators
aboard the ship. The new energy storage solution will improve engine efficiency, generate
fuel savings and reduce greenhouse gas emissions” [3]. The owner of the Viking Princess
Eidesvik conducted the research to prove that hybrid shipping is a viable and profitable
enterprise. The U.S. Coast Guard has great interest in the concept from a regulatory
perspective. A hybrid-powered ship, if built in the U.S., could have difficulty getting
certified to sail due to the lack of regulatory standards. The current standards used by the
U.S. Coast Guard to inspect the electrical propulsion of hybrid vessels are developed by
third party auditors, also known as Class Societies, such as the American Bureau of
Shipping [4]. There is also an interest in how a hybrid vessel would be of use to the U.S.
Navy [5]. Overall, a hybrid ship will have the benefit of reducing emissions, engine
maintenance, and fuel consumption.
1

Figure 1.
B.

Vessel Viking Princess. Source: [3].

PURPOSE AND RELATED WORK
The purpose of this thesis is to improve on an existing hybrid vessel system with

the addition of supercapacitors (SC) to the vessel energy storage system (ESS). To study
this hypothesis, similar specifications to the Viking Princess, along with the addition of
SCs, was modeled and simulated [6]. The hybrid propulsion model in this thesis includes
energy storage with lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries and SCs.
The reason for adding SCs is to improve battery life and utilization. Batteries are
energy-dense storage devices. This means that they can store a lot of energy but can only
charge and discharge at a limited rate, taking anywhere from minutes to hours to charge.
SCs, on the other hand, are power dense; they do not store nearly as much energy as a
battery, but what energy they do transfer can be charged or discharged in milliseconds to
seconds. Also, an SC has hundreds of thousands more charge and discharge cycles. The
idea is that with the addition of the SCs, the battery can last longer and be used more
efficiently [7]. Figure 2 shows the power density versus the energy density of energy
storage devices. SCs could also extend the load range of the system because they are
capable of absorbing and discharging at higher currents than batteries.

2

Figure 2.

Power Density vs. Energy Density. Source: [7].

The model in this thesis was based on the model of an isolated microgrid developed
by Dr. Giovanna Oriti and Dr. Alex Julian [8]. The simulation in this thesis was modified
to simulate a vessel DC propulsion system. DC power was chosen because of the past
research documenting the benefits due to the increased efficiency of DC grids [9], [10],
and because DC power is part of the power distribution on the electric ship, USS Zumwalt,
which was recently commissioned [11]. The SCs were added based on the idea from the
use of them in current microgrid research and the benefits they provide [12]. There are
many control methods and load scenarios for a hybrid vessel, but the load simulated in this
paper is based on estimates informed by the author’s experience as a licensed marine
engineer [13]–[16].
As a licensed marine engineer, the author of this thesis became intimately familiar
with propulsions systems and their behavior in all loading conditions. This paper focuses
on the effects of different sea states a vessel might experience. As a vessel is sailing, a
constant up and down wave motion is experienced from the buoyant force of the waves
pushing up against the vessel, like a vehicle going along on a hilly road. As the vessel
3

ascends a wave it will be pushed back and pitched upward by the wave which causes the
vessel control system to demand more power. In response, more fuel is sent to the engine
and the power demand is met. As the vessel descends a wave or is pushed by a wave, the
vessel senses that the engine is going too fast and the fuel delivery is lowered to keep the
engine from over speeding and causing damage.
As waves get bigger this loading and unloading gets more varied and dramatic. If a
vessel experiences heavy enough seas the engine cannot physically react to the sudden
unloading, and the engine will overspeed+ and automatically shut down to prevent engine
damage. A shutdown due to an overspeed event is a potentially deadly situation because
the ship no long has maneuverability to sail into the waves and can be swamped by
broadside waves. A battery-SC combination in an EMS can help prevent this by acting as
a dynamic braking system as it is currently utilized in trains and hybrid cars to help with
slowing down. The motor in the system driving the wheels has the power reversed causing
it to now have resistance and acting as a generator to produce power. This can be
accomplished on a vessel during the unloading portion of the propulsion system as it
descends a wave. The energy that might make the engine overspeed slows down the
propulsion and acts a generator instead of as a motor. The descent portion of the wave
traveled can then have the energy produced stored in batteries. The SCs work to keep the
batteries from high frequency currents that reduce their lifetime [8]. Figure 3 shows a block
diagram of the concept of the simulated system and focusing solely on the propulsion.
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Figure 3.

Hybrid Propulsion System Architecture

Of last note, some of this writing is based not on a particular source but on the
author’s experience in the maritime industry. In particular, the author has experience
sailing in different sea conditions and knowledge of vessel propulsion behavior under
varying loads. The author’s licensed and professional experience includes several years in
the U.S. Merchant Marine as an Engineering Officer and large cargo ship crew member on
U.S. Flagged seagoing cargo ships. Additionally, the author spent several more years in
the U.S. Coast Guard working aboard vessels as a U.S. Coast Guard Marine Inspector. In
total, the author has accrued 16 years of experience working within the maritime domain.
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II.

BACKGROUND

This chapter introduces key components to the simulation along with their
characteristics and performance parameters. Along with that background, this chapter
introduces the formulas used in the calculation of battery and SC metrics, and fuel
efficiency.
A.

BATTERIES
The batteries simulated for this thesis are Li-ion and are manufactured by Corvus

Energy [17]. Li-ion batteries work by chemically storing energy. This is done by having
two terminals: a cathode and anode. The cathode and anode are made of lithium and are
placed in an electrolyte and kept apart by a separator. Charged lithium ions move between
the separator and the terminals, according to whether the battery is being charged or
discharged.
Li-ion batteries are currently the most commercially viable batteries with the
highest energy density. The battery parameters used for the simulation are similar to the
ones used in current hybrid vessels now in service, such as the Viking Princess. Corvus,
the company that provided the battery bank for the Viking Princess, advertises a battery
pack size of 50-1200V and 5.7-137kWh [17]. An 800V, 100 kWh battery pack was chosen
so that there could be some flexibility for future designs to increase or decrease the voltage
and/or energy.
In order to evaluate batteries with different specifications, a rating system is
adopted as described below:
In describing batteries, discharge current is often expressed as a C-rate in
order to normalize against battery capacity, which is often very different
between batteries. A C-rate is a measure of the rate at which a battery is
discharged relative to its maximum capacity. A 1C rate means that the
discharge current will discharge the entire battery in 1 hour. For a battery
with a capacity of 100 Amp-hrs, this equates to a discharge current of 100
Amps. A 5C rate for this battery would be 500 Amps, and a C/2 rate would
be 50 Amps. [18]

7

Referring to this rating, Corvus also advertises a C-Rate of 6C as being the highest
in the industry with no other manufacturer having a C-Rate higher than 5C [17].
The battery bank used here has a 125 kWh energy rating. If the energy of 100 kWh
is divided by the 800V of the hybrid system, the result is a battery rating of 125 Amp hours
(Ah). With a 6C rating that means that the batteries can charge at a rate of 750 Amps in 10
minutes. The SCs can help keep the battery from charging and discharging too often. A
battery can be discharged at a higher rate than its C rating; remember that the C-Rate is
mainly for a discharging rate threshold.
The analysis of the batteries is based on a mathematical model which is valid only
within rated temperature. Since excessive heat may have negative effect on their
performance. The battery packs simulated are actually air or liquid cooled. In order to find
the power, we start from its definition
PB = vB (t )iB (t )

(1)

where PB is the power discharged or charged by the battery in Watts, vB (t ) is the battery
voltage, and iB (t ) is the battery current. To determine the battery current, iB (t ) , the battery
current is regulated by a PI controller which keeps its voltage close to a desired reference
value [8].
The State of Charge (SOC) is an important measure of the remaining battery energy
and it is usually expressed as a percentage of the remaining energy. Mathematically, it is
defined by the following expression
t

SOCB (=
t ) 100 × ∫
0

vref iB (τ )
EB

dτ

(2)

In this definition EB represents the energy in the battery, and it can be expressed as
EB = vb _ bank ( Ah) B 3600 s

(3)

with vb _ bank as the battery bank voltage and ( Ah) B as the battery Amp-hour rating. The
constant 3600s represents the number of seconds in an hour, since (2) expresses t in units
of seconds. The end goal was to get the energy units of amp hours converted into watt
8

seconds or joules. The arrangement of the battery bank is designed to meet the power
system requirements by adding batteries in series to reach the desired DC voltage, and
paralleling multiple branches to reach the desired Amp-hour capacity of 125 Ah.
The lifetime of a battery is determined by the manufacturer based on the number of
discharges the battery can take within a certain temperature range. A typical Li-ion battery
may have a discharge life of 500 - 5000 discharges. By definition in relation to lifetime
discharges, when a battery is discharged the battery goes from fully charged to fully
discharged.
A battery can typically discharge within a shorter time than its specified C-Rate and
at higher currents. In a discharge cycle the battery is more heavily degraded at a lower
SOC, than at a higher SOC. To increase the battery life it is best to try and keep a high
SOC because the battery will not use as much energy to maintain the rated Ah. The
simulation control system tries to maintain the SOC at approximately 90% to better
simulate an actual hybrid system.
B.

SUPERCAPACITORS
Unlike the batteries simulated for this thesis, which are being used on board

commercial vessels, SCs have not been utilized on a commercial vessel with a dieselelectric, DC propulsion system. An SC works in a similar way to a conventional capacitor,
which has dielectric material that is easily polarized and then coiled tightly across two
electrodes that are insulated from each other. Energy is stored after opposite charged ions
accumulate on the electrode plates and create an electric field [7]. If a voltage V is applied
to the terminals, the displaced charge Q is related to the voltage as

Q = CV

(4)

C is the capacitance based on the permeability ε , cross-sectional area of the electrode A ,
and the distance d between the coiled layers.
C =ε
The available energy in the electric field is
9

A
d

(5)

=
EC

Q dV
∫=

1
CV 2 .
2

(6)

In the case of SC construction, a separator is placed between the electrodes. This
separator is a thin insulator and it takes the place of the dielectric material found in
conventional capacitors. In addition, the separator is also coated with an electrolyte which
doubles the effectiveness of the capacitor by storing additional charges. Therefore, twice
the amount of stored charge in a conventional capacitor can be placed in the same amount
of area within a SC.
The voltage of the SCs VSC , was calculated by modifying and rearranging (6). First
the minimum and maximum energy stored in the SC bank was calculated.
1
Emax = CscV 2 max
2

(7)

1
Emin = CscV 2 min
2

(8)

Next the following equation was used to set the SC voltage to allow half the SC
energy to be used for charging, and the other half of the energy to be used for discharging
[19].
VSC =

2
1
CSC ( Emax + Emin )
2

(9)

Finally, a very important consideration when installing a capacitor bank is to make
sure they are properly balanced and arranged to provide the optimal settings. Capacitors
are arranged in series or parallel configurations to change the voltage and capacitance.
When capacitors are placed in series the voltage increases while the overall capacitance
decreases. To the unwanted lower capacitance of a series configuration, the capacitors can
be placed in parallel. With the capacitors in parallel the capacitance will increase without
changing the voltage.
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The major advantage of an SC over a battery is that an SC can be charged and
discharged much faster than a battery can. A battery can take hours to charge and several
minutes to discharge. An SC can charge and discharge in milliseconds and perhaps in a
few seconds for larger SC banks. The typical SC has a lifetime charge and discharge rate
of at least 500,000 times [7]. When compared to batteries, SCs provide hundreds of times
more charging and discharging cycles as seen in Figure 4.

Figure 4.

C.

Ultracapacitors vs. Battery and Conventional Capacitors.
Source: [7].

FUEL EFFICIENCY
Fuel efficiency was an important aspect of this research to demonstrate the potential

benefits of hybrid vessel technology. Fuel efficiency is based on a ratio of the amount of
chemical energy contained in the fuel being used and the output mechanical energy of the
prime mover. To calculate fuel efficiency, η being the ratio between the amount of
chemical energy put into an engine E f , in the form of diesel fuel consumed by the engine,
and the amount of actual mechanical energy that was produced by the engine EEng [20].

η=

EEng
Ef

Table 1 shows the fuel consumption per hour for the engine used in the ship modeled.
11

(10)

Table 1.

Diesel Engine Fuel Consumption per Hour.
Adapted from [5].

Cylinder output

kW

500

Fuel consumption at 100%

g/kWh

188.1

Fuel consumption at 85%

g/kWh

185.3

Fuel consumption at 75%

g/kWh

185.2

Fuel consumption at 50%

g/kWh

193.5

A diesel engine at low load is the most inefficient setting to run at. Diesel engines are
designed to work near their rated load for the best performance. At lower loads the amount
of energy produced is proportionally lower than the amount of energy put into the engine.
At higher engine loads the intake air temperate increases along with air density of the air
being forced into the engine from the engine turbo charger. This increases fuel atomization
aiding in the combustion process and in turn produces more power. At lower loads fuel and
air have a harder time mixing and there is a less efficient combustion process within the
engine cylinders.
The energy in diesel fuel is measured by the kWh of energy in a gallon of fuel.
Fuelenergy =

kWh
gal

(11)

Most diesel fuels have between 31.5–40 kWh/gal of energy. A lower energy value refers
to a heavily refined, more expensive, and more environmentally friendly fuel like ultra-low
sulfur fuel. A fuel with a higher amount of energy is less refined and less expensive. Since
the energy content in fuel can change depending on the fuel grade, the fuel consumption
will not remain constant for a constant power output. Lower refined diesel has more energy
in the same volume of liquid compared to a highly refined fuel thus the fuel consumption
rate will decrease. To calculate the efficiency a constant is needed for the energy in the fuel
used in the simulation. This simulation uses a fuel energy constant of 36.0679 kWh/gal
taken from the U.S. Army annual fuel consumption report for the fuel used in generators,
12

and can be considered a practical and common amount of energy in diesel fuel being used
by the military [20].
To begin the analysis of the fuel efficiency, the fuel consumption data from Table 1
was plotted in Figure 5. From this plot the curve fitting tool in MATLAB was used to get
a quadratic equation so the fuel consumption could be calculated at any load, as a
percentage of the total amount of power in kWs that a single generator can produce.

194
Generator Fuel Consumption

193

y = 0.0088*x

2

quadratic

- 1.4*x + 2.4e+02

192
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55

60

65

70

75

80

85

90

95

100

Load Percentage

Figure 5.

Diesel Engine Fuel Consumption

Next, the following equation was used to calculate the kWh/gal to determine the amount
of energy which could be associated with a set volume, regardless of the amount of energy
contained in said volume of liquid fuel [20].
kWh PLoad ( FC / hr )
=
gal
1000

13

(12)

In equation (12), PLoad is the power at a given mechanical load on the system and FC / hr
is the fuel consumed per hour. Finally, to get the efficiency the fuel energy constant of
36.0679 kWh/gal for the fuel chosen is used in this equation:

FEff = (

kWh
) / FEC
gal

with FEC as the fuel energy constant and FEff as a percentage [20].

14
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III.

HYBRID SHIP PROPULSION MODEL

This chapter explains the methodology used to create a computer simulation model
of a hybrid vessel propulsion system. The model includes the DC distribution bus of a
diesel electric propulsion system; auxiliary loads are not included. The model consists of a
DC load on a motor that would propel a ship through the water and with a load profile
based on sea wave action, battery and super capacitor banks, and a control scheme. A
diagram of the model is shown in Figure 6, as implemented in the SIMULINK software.
The different components of the model are discussed in the following sections.

Figure 6.

A.

SIMULINK Implementation of a Hybrid Ship Propulsion
System

LOAD MODEL
The load model simulates load changes experienced by a ship sailing under various

sea conditions. To simulate the wave action a ship might experience a sine wave was used
in the MATLAB code as the power demand on the generators. Next, a lookup table was
used in the SIMULINK model in which the MATLAB sinusoidal waveform would be
placed. This sinusoidal waveform was changed in magnitude to simulate changes in sea
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conditions from a light varying load, then to a moderate load to simulate common sea
conditions in some parts of the world like the North Sea, and finally the simulation was
changed to a large load to simulate heavy seas as if a ship was going through a storm.
The magnitude of the sinusoidal waveform for the load was based on the power
capable of being produced by a ship with a 5000 kW propulsion plant consisting of two
2500 kW DC drive motors. The vessel propulsion system was limited by a governor at 95%
of the rated load to prevent damage to any mechanical components and reduce wear on the
engines. The lowest load was also governed at 5% to prevent reverse power flow, and the
possibility of the generators being motorized causing damage to mechanical components.
Therefore, for the simulation the load on the system did not exceed 95% of the rated load
or 4750 kWs and it did not go below 5% of the rated load.
The frequency of the load depends on the frequency of the waves, usually measured
by when the crest of a wave passes a point in a certain amount of seconds. The frequency
of waves can be fairly constant or at times even unpredictable. For this simulation the
frequency of the waves, 0.125 Hz, was kept constant with 8 second wave periods. In lighter
loads that means that the vessel would most likely travel mostly through a wave every 8
seconds with minimal pitch. In heavier loads a vessel is unable to just pass through a wave
as easily and it has to go over the wave because of the size of the wave. In heavy sea
conditions a vessel can pitch wildly and will travel up a wave for four seconds and then
down the wave for 4 seconds. Three different load profiles are used to simulate sea
conditions of light, moderate, and heavy.
The loads were initially in kWs and then converted to current, with K a gain in the
subsystem, by dividing the DC bus voltage setting to get a current representing the currents
needing to be met. The first load profile is a low load profile simulating a variance in wave
height of about 10 % to simulate light sea conditions. This meant that the average load on
the vessel propulsion from wave action would be at 85% of the rated power and the load
could go up to the governed 95% of rated power, and go down to 75%. The next profile
was to simulate moderate sea conditions, such as a commonly sailed through storm squall
at sea. This was achieved by having an average load from wave action setting at 70 % of
the rated load, with a peak to peak of 50% of the rated load with a maximum load of 95%
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of the rated load and a minimum of 50% of the rated load. The last load profile simulated
heavy seas which cause the engine load to rail from maximum to minimum load
requirements. The heavy seas load profile had an average of 50% power usage with a 45%
oscillation from 5% of the rated load up to 95% of the rated load. This load profile is the
most extreme consisting of the heaviest storms a ship is willing to go through safely. The
SIMULINK subsystem of the load profile is seen in Figure 7.

Figure 7.
B.

Load Model

ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM
The energy storage devices included in the ESS were lithium-ion batteries and

super capacitors (SCs). The current out of the batteries and SCs was controlled via a
proportional integral (PI) controller and a low pass filter which was used to determine the
current balance between the batteries and SCs [7], [8]. First, a reference voltage of 800
volts DC was used to control the DC bus. 800 volts was chosen because it was similar to
the Corvus optimal battery bank arrangement advertised by Corvus and because higher
voltages are used in other DC ship power system research [7], [13]. Refer to Figure 8 to
see the ESS block from SIMULINK.
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Figure 8.

Energy Storage System Model as Implemented in
SIMULINK

The current from the energy storage system is initially calculated by subtracting the
bus voltage from the reference voltage to obtain the voltage error. Next the error signal
goes through a PI controller that was tuned by trial and error with proportional and integral
gains as Kp = 4 and Ki = 40 respectively. In Figure 8 the current from the system is
separated into two components: the high frequency component goes into the SCs and the
low frequency current goes into the batteries. [16]. This control method ensures that the
SCs are responsible for the high frequency currents, thus reducing the stress on the battery
by smoothing out its current ripple and sending only low frequency currents to the batteries.
Gains and switches were added to simulate the effects when only the batteries are in use
and when no energy storage devices are utilized so comparisons could be made about the
system with or without an ESS.
C.

GENERATOR CONTROLLER
The generator output is controlled by a Simulink subsystem utilizing the power

demand from the load profile and the SOC of the batteries for the input. The controller can
make the generator operate in two ways. First, the generator can operate in a non-hybrid
mode without the batteries and SCs connected to the bus and the generator will therefore
meet the load demand exactly. Second, the generator can operate at a constant RPM and
provide continuous power while the batteries and SCs provide the power demands not met
by the generator. The batteries and SCs will also charge when the generator provides more
18

power than needed for the propulsion motors. A third method not explained in this thesis
allows generator to have small oscillations in phase with the load oscillations caused by
the waves. Figure 9 shows the generator control subsystem.

Figure 9.

Generator Controller

To change between the different operating modes a series of switches and gains are
utilized. For a non-hybrid operation, the load power demand is what the generator will
produce and the current gains shown in Figure 9 are kept at zero for the batteries and SCs.
In the hybrid operation with a constant power output from the generator, the level of power
out is set by the user in the form of a constant and the batteries and SC gains are set to one.
The SOC subsystem is explained in the next paragraph of this chapter.
The battery SOC subsystem uses the battery current as an input through a relay and
then an integrator which determines the battery SOC as a percentage of total battery energy
available. The SOC controller detects whether the current from the battery is positive or
negative and will send negative current values through a data type converter. The converter
is used to convert a logic value into a floating point of one data type and keep a real-world
value of the input in the form of a one or zero. Next, the converted data is passed through
a relay. This signal is then multiplied by the battery current as a percentage of the load (2).
Finally, the signal is passed through an integrator with initial condition and limits. The
initial condition for SOC was arbitrarily chosen to be 92 %. The limits for SOC were set at
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a max of 100% as not to damage the batteries and a lower limit of 60% to keep the batteries
from discharging too much which can limit the battery life. The battery SOC is then used
when varying the generator power to the system in hybrid mode to help determine how
much power the generator will provide when compared to the batteries and SCs. The
subsystem for the battery SOC is shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Battery State of Charge Subsystem
D.

BUS AND SC VOLTAGE
The bus & SC voltage subsystem determines the voltages of the ESS by using the

currents from all of the components in the SIMULINK model. The currents from the
generators, the SC currents and the battery currents are added together and then the
negative load current is added. From there the currents are passed through a PI controller
to get the voltage of the DC bus. The same DC Bus voltage is used in ESS SIMULINK
block. Next, the SC voltage is calculated with the SC voltage feedback. The SC voltage
feedback is found when the DC bus voltage is multiplied by the SC current, then divided
by the SC voltage feedback. The outgoing current is then divided by the SCs and then
integrated to get the SC voltage. The subsystem for the Bus and SC Voltages is shown in
Figure 11.
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Figure 11. DC Buss and SC Voltage Subsystem
E.

MODEL PARAMETERS
The parameters used in the simulations are shown in Table 2 with the battery

parameters and specifications being based on real-life availability from the commercial
ESS company, Corvus [17].

Table 2.

Hybrid Model Parameters

Parameters
Variable Value
Bus Voltage Reference
800
Battery Bank voltage
800
Battery Amp Hours
125
Battery strings in parallel
8
Capacitor Size
125
Capacitor Bank
250 x 4 x 100
Max Capacitor Voltage
820
Minimum Capacitor Voltage
780
Current Controller Proportional Gain
4
Current Controller Integral Gain
40
Generators Rated power
2 x 2500
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Units
V
V
A∙h
mF
V
V

kW

The eight parallel battery banks were chosen to maximize the energy that could be
absorbed by the ESS during peak loads. If there are too few parallel battery banks, the
batteries will charge too fast and may not be utilized in possible load scenarios. The SC
parameters were chosen to have similar specifications as the batteries. The capacitor bank
size was chosen based on experimental results where if there are not enough SCs the model
will be overloaded and malfunction by causing MATLAB to have a singularity. The PI
gains were also chosen experimentally through trial and error and appear to be optimal
values. Lastly, the generator size was chosen because it is close in value to a real-world
application in use on the Viking Princess [21].
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IV.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

This chapter explains the results obtained after running several time-domain
simulations of the vessel propulsion model. The model was implemented in SIMULINK
and demonstrated two different modes, non-hybrid and hybrid mode. Each mode was
simulated at three different average power levels of 85%, 70%, and 50% based on the sea
conditions, with 85% average load being light sea conditions, and 50% load being heavy
sea conditions. The analysis includes looking at the efficiency of each mode and load level,
by comparing fuel consumption specifications and the effects the SCs have on the ESS.
A.

NON-HYBRID MODE
The non-hybrid mode results are obtained from simulations of the vessel model

without any energy storage devices.
1.

Light Sea Conditions

The first simulation of the non-hybrid mode has an average load of 85% with a
change in load of plus 10% and minus 10%. A run time of only 100 seconds was simulated
because the system is always in steady state when in non-hybrid mode. In Figure 12 it can
be observed that the load demand and the generator output are the same, as expected,
without other power sources. Figure 13 is an enhanced view of Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Non-hybrid Load Currents at 85%
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Figure 13. Figure 12 Enhanced
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The mean fuel efficiency for this load profile was 31.83% with a mean fuel
consumption rate of 371.2 gal/hr as shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 14. Non-hybrid Fuel Efficiency at 85% Load
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2.

Moderate Sea Conditions

Moderate sea conditions are simulated with the load set at 70% of the mean power
demand with a variation of plus 25% and minus 25% of the rated load Figure 15 shows an
enhanced view of the moderate load profile. The generator and the load at the same value
to show the control method having the generator follow the load exactly.
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Figure 15. Non-hybrid Mode Load Currents at 70%
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The efficiency in this case begins to drop with respect to light sea conditions, as
shown in Figure 16, because the generators are not operating close to their optimal range
during this procedure. The optimal range is as close as possible to 100% of the rated load,
which is where the maximum efficiency is reached. However, as mentioned before the
generators should be limited to 95% of the rated load to keep them from being damaged.
During moderate sea conditions, the generators cannot stay close to the optimal load
because of the oscillation due to load changes and can only peak at 95% and then go down
to 75%. The simulation demonstrated quite accurately a ship climbing up, and over the
crest of a wave. Then followed by an example of the ship pitching down and traveling
down the wave while reducing engine power to avoid an over speed situation. Once the
ship reaches the trough of the wave, the engine must increase power to overcome the
loading from the wave action, while the ship pitches up and begins to travel up the wave.
The mean fuel efficiency at a moderate load is now lower at 26.07% resulting in a higher
mean fuel consumption of 377.5 gal/hr.
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Figure 16. Non-hybrid Fuel Efficiency at 70% Load
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3.

Heavy Sea Conditions

The final non-hybrid simulation load profile is heavy seas with a mean power
demand of 50% with a variation of plus 45% and minus 45% load. This is the most extreme
demand that can be placed on a vessel and it happens in strong storms at sea. Figure 17
shows the extreme variation of load changes that would be experienced by the engines in
heavy seas.
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Figure 17. Non-hybrid Mode Load Currents at 50%
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Heavy seas cause ship engines to work very hard to keep up with the load changes,
as shown in Figure 18, and the efficiency and fuel consumption are approaching the worst
possible values. In this simulation the fuel mean efficiency is 18.6% and results in a higher
mean fuel consumption of 403.5 gal/hr.
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Figure 18. Non-hybrid Fuel Efficiency at 50% Load
B.

HYBRID MODE
For hybrid mode operations, an energy storage system (ESS) is added to the

simulated propulsion system of the vessel. Two different scenarios are simulated in this
mode of operation: 1) the ESS includes batteries and SCs, 2) the ESS includes only
batteries and no SCs. The simulation time for hybrid mode was set to 1,000 seconds or
about 16 minutes, because the recharging of the battery takes longer than the 100 seconds
and the system needs the extra time to reach steady state. The hybrid mode simulations
show that the prime movers are controlled to operate at a constant load, while the ESS
supplies the peak currents drawn by the electric motors. Since the generators operate at a
constant load in hybrid mode regardless of the load on the propulsion system, the mean
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fuel efficiency is the same for all load profiles and is shown in Figure 19. In the hybrid
mode each generator produces 90% of its rated power, or 4500 kWs at a constant level.
When the generators work at a constant 90% load, the mean fuel efficiency is 33.59% and
the mean fuel consumption is 371.5 gal/hr.
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Figure 19. Hybrid Mode Fuel Efficiency at 90% Generator Power
Next, the hybrid mode simulations also show the ESS charging when the load demand is
less than what the generators can produce. Under all load conditions, the generators can
produce the majority of the power demanded by the load except for the peaks of the power
that the ESS picks up. When excess power is available, that power can be diverted to other
needs such as ship hotel services or other engine room loads. For this, research any excess
power generated is diverted to charging the batteries and SCs.
Fuel efficiency and fuel consumptions are compared in Table 3 for the different
scenarios in hybrid and non-hybrid mode of operation. A comparison of the maximum
currents supplied by the batteries and the SCs is presented in Table 4 for scenarios with
and without SCs.
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Table 3.

Fuel Efficiency and Fuel Consumption at Each Sea Condition in Hybrid and Non-hybrid Mode
Fuel Efficiency

Sea
Condition
Light
Moderate
Heavy

Fuel Consumption gal/hr
Hybrid at
90% of
Hybrid Rating
31.82%
33.59%
26.07%
33.59%
17.90%
33.59%

Non- hybrid
31.83%
26.07%
18.60%
Table 4.

Non- hybrid
371.2
377.5
403.5

Hybrid at
Hybrid
90% of rating
371.5
371.5
372.2
371.5
387
371.5

Current Peaks of the Batteries and SCs with and without SCs
Current Peaks [A]

Sea
Condition
Light
Moderate
Heavy

Batteries without
Batteries with SC SCs
SCs
-310.1
-628.2
-938.4
-1251
-1574
-2815
-2400
-2840
-5317
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1.

Light Sea Conditions

During light sea conditions and with the generators operating in hybrid mode at
90% rated load, the fuel efficiency is increased by 1.76% with only 0.3 gal/hr more in fuel
consumption when compared to running at 85% rated load in non-hybrid mode. This means
that a 5.5% change in fuel efficiency only costs 0.08% more in fuel consumption and shows
the benefits of operating within the manufacturer suggested range of loads. Figure 20
shows the generator and load currents during hybrid mode and an average power demand
of 85% rated load.
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Figure 20. Light Load Hybrid Currents
Figure 21 is a side by side comparison of simulations with and without SCs,
respectively. In Figure 20 (a) the battery is shown charging and settling at 300 A while the
SCs supply a much larger current as seen in Table 4. In contrast, in Figure 20 (b) the battery
supplies all the current demanded by the load when there are no SCs in the ESS. With the
battery as the only part of the ESS, the charge and discharge cycles of the batteries will
shorten the life time of the batteries without the SCs contribution. Figure 22 also shows a
comparison between the batteries state of charge (SOC) when SCs are used versus when
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they are not and once the batteries are fully charged, the extra energy could be used for
other engine room loads.
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Figure 21. Light Load Comparison with SCs (a) and without SCs (b)
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Figure 22. Batteries SOC with SCs (a) and without SCs (b) at Light
Load
A possible alternative to operating in hybrid mode with the generators at 90% rated
load is to run the prime mover engines at a constant 85% rated load to allow the ESS’
current to oscillate evenly over the load average of 85%. There is a slight disadvantage
when setting the generators at a constant speed of 85% rated load, the overall efficiency
drops by 0.01% to 31.82% compared to the non-hybrid mode operating at the same load.
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This is because in the hybrid mode the prime movers are at a constant 85% rated load and
unable to take advantage of the higher fuel efficiency that the non-hybrid mode can reach
when peaking at 95% rated load. However, the benefits of running the generators at a
constant 85% rated load is a fuel consumption of 370.35 gal.hr, there is less wear and tear
on the generators’ diesel engines and the energy storage is utilized to its full potential.
2.

Moderate Sea Conditions

In moderate sea conditions where waves are a little larger, the ship must work
harder to maintain a forward momentum. Figure 23 shows that the load demand from the
wave action has an average of 70% of the generators’ rated load. When the generators
operate at 90% of the rated speed they produce excess energy which again is used to charge
the batteries and SCs. Once the batteries are fully charged, the extra energy could be used
for other engine room loads.
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Figure 23. Moderate Load in Hybrid Mode: Load and Generators’
Currents
In this moderate load situation, the excess power produced by the generators would
need to be diverted elsewhere for maximum efficiency. Otherwise the batteries would reach
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full charge and only the SCs would be utilized. Figure 24 shows the side by side
comparison of the simulated battery and SC currents with and without SCs respectively. In
this case the battery is taking a lot of current in charging and not providing power. Figure
25 shows the batteries’ SOC with and without SCs.
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Figure 24. Moderate Load Hybrid Use of SCs Comparison
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Figure 25. Moderate Load Batteries SOC with (a) and without SCs (b)
If the extra power cannot be diverted to other loads, then the generators could run at a
steady 70% of the rated power and the ESS could take the load oscillation peaks as seen in
Figure 26.
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Figure 26. Moderate Load and Generators at 70% Power
In this simulation, the generators run at 70% of the rated load, the batteries and SCs
are evenly oscillating across the load, charging and discharging the same amount. The
generators no longer go into a more inefficient area below 70% as seen in the non-hybrid
mode operation. Instead the outcome is shown to be better with energy storage devices.
While the efficiency is still the same at 26.1% the fuel consumption has been reduced by
5.3 gal/hr to 372.2 gal/hr. Finally, the comparison in Figure 27 shows how well the SCs
complement the batteries, with the SCs taking the higher current peaks to keep the battery
current ripple low. The battery comes to steady state and it’s current features a 10 A peak
while the SC current has a peak of 3000 A. Figure 28 shows the battery SOC with and
without SCs for the scenario in which the generators run at 70% load.
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Figure 27. Moderate Load at 70% Hybrid Power SC use Comparison
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Figure 28. Battery SOC Comparison at 70% Load on the Generators
with SCs (a) and without SCs (b)
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3.

Heavy Sea Conditions

Heavy sea conditions represent the rare occasion, perhaps a few times a year, when
the largest of storms are sailed through by a cargo vessel at sea. Under these extreme load
changes from sailing over large waves, a diesel generator is under immense strain from
constantly loading and unloading, going between the minimum and maximum engine
power. Again, it is most beneficial to run the generators at a constant 90% of the rated load.
As seen in Figure 29, the constant load at 90% will provide the most efficient configuration,
but there is a vast amount of power that is not being used effectively. All of the load
currents that are less than what the generators are providing go to charging the batteries in
a short amount of time. After the batteries are charged then only the SCs will be utilized
and the engine power must be reduced to keep from overcharging the batteries.
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Figure 29. Heavy Sea Hybrid Currents at 90% of the Generators’
Power
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In this situation the choice of running the generators at a constant 50% of rated load
is still a good option. In Figure 30 the current of the generators is at 50% of the peak load
currents. The efficiency drops a little when compared to non-hybrid mode from 18.6% to
17.9%. However, the fuel consumption is improved because in non-hybrid mode the
generators operate in a more inefficient part of the quadratic fuel consumption curve from
Figure 5. In a heavy storm in non-hybrid mode, the fuel consumption is 403.5 gal/hr while
in hybrid mode, the fuel consumption is 387 gal/hr.
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Figure 30. Heavy Sea Hybrid Currents at 50% of the Generators’
Power
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In a heavy storm scenario there is one more configuration that improves fuel
consumption with almost a two-fold reduction. If only one generator is turned on and
operating at 95 % rated load, instead of running two generators, the overall fuel efficiency
is increased. For this to work, the engine load control would need to lower the generator
speed slightly and would result in a slightly slower ship. The load control of the generators
would need to be lowered because the ESS will be providing more power than the generator
and eventually the batteries will be completely discharged with the SOC dropping about
14% per hour. By lowering the average load demand from 50% to about 47.5% of the
system, one generator can operate at 95% rated load and the ESS can maintain a constant
average SOC on the batteries. The currents with and without SCs are compared in Figure
31 and the battery SOC comparison is shown in Figure 32.
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Figure 31. Heavy Seas with One Generator Operation SC Comparison
The SC comparison plot in Figure 31 is similar to the previous SC comparison plots
but shows the ESS being utilized more because of the higher peak load. The plots presented
in Figure 32 demonstrate that, when SCs are part of the ESS, the SOC of the batteries reach
steady state while, if the system does not have the SCs, the battery SOC declines linearly.
Without the SCs the battery cannot keep up with the power demand, and will eventually
discharge completely.
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Finally, when utilizing one generator in heavy seas at 95% rated load, the efficiency
of that generator is 35.27% and the fuel consumption is 186.74 gal/hr. In this hybrid
configuration, utilizing the ESS fully, and running one generator instead of two, the system
efficiency is greatly improved, and the fuel consumption is reduced by over 50% with
almost the same system power output. This is because now only fuel is consumed by one
prime mover instead of two prime movers and the ESS provides the power needed that
would have been produced by the second prime mover if it was in operation.
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Generator
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V.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This chapter presents conclusions based on the results of this research into energy
storage devices integrated with a vessel diesel-electric propulsion system. Future work is
recommended, including the study of the vessel’s EMS controller, optimization and
experimental verification.
A.

CONCLUSIONS
The goal of this thesis was to research the benefits of adding energy storage devices

to a vessel’s propulsion system. Energy storage devices in the form of Li-Ion batteries and
SCs, when integrated with a vessel propulsion system, provide numerous advantages. In
addition to an ESS being a reserve power storage system, batteries and SCs can reduce fuel
consumption and engine maintenance. Fuel consumption is reduced by keeping the diesel
generators at an optimal loading condition and utilizing the ESS at lower, less efficient
loads. Maintenance can be reduced because the ESS is sharing the load demand with the
generators. Therefore, the generators are not under the stress they would be without the
ESS. This leads to more time between scheduled maintenance periods and unexpected
breakdowns. Lastly, an environmental benefit is achieved when the engines of the
generators operate at the most efficient speed with the aid of the ESS and less fuel is burned,
thus less pollution from the engine exhaust.
The simulation results presented in this thesis demonstrate that in hybrid mode, fuel
consumption was lower in almost every load setting. Under light loads, the ESS was
utilized the least because the generators were able to run at a high optimal speed which did
not produce much excess energy for charging and discharging the batteries. If the ESS was
to share the load evenly with the generators, then there is an efficiency drop of 0.01%.
However, if the generators run at a higher load setting, the efficiency is higher and the
excess power produced has to be utilized in other vessel loads such as engine room loads
or hotel service loads. This remains true for all sea conditions. During moderate sea
conditions the batteries and SCs were utilized well. If the generators evenly shares the load
with the batteries and SCs the efficiency remains the same as in the non-hybrid mode but,
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the fuel consumption drops by 5.3 gal/hr to 372.2 gal/hr. Finally, during heavy sea
conditions the potential for fuel savings is the greatest. In heavy sea conditions the load
varies widely and the efficiencies of the generators are the lowest. However, with the
batteries and SCs acting as a second generator, then one of the diesel generators can be
shut down as explained at the end of Section B.3. With only one generator running and
with the ESS fully utilized, the fuel consumption is reduced by about 50%. On the other
hand, when the load during high sea conditions evenly is shared by the two generators and
the ESS, the efficiency actually drops from 18.6% to 17.9 % when compared to non-hybrid
mode operation.
Another observation when comparing the battery currents with and without SCs, is
that the battery currents without the SCs in the ESS exceed the C-Rate, which is
unacceptable. As mentioned before, the batteries for this simulation have a C-Rate of 6C.
With the batteries having a 125 Ah rating, the maximum charge rate without doing damage
to the batteries is 750 Amps in 10 minutes. The charging current without the SCs far
exceeds this and a different type of control would need to be developed to compensate for
the over current. However, with the SCs included in the ESS, the current of the batteries
remains well within acceptable C-Rate limits while charging and discharging.
B.

FUTURE WORK
There are several areas of future research remaining that can be pursued in relation

to this thesis. One area to explore would be to look at different load profiles for the main
propulsion. For example, during low propulsion loads on the ship, such as when a vessel
is maneuvering in and out of port at low speeds, or for sudden changes in engine direction
when docking a ship. Also, to record ocean wave behavior, data from a sea buoy or an
active ship could be collected and used in the load simulation profile.
The load profile could also be optimized to show where the most fuel savings would
be. Also, a different control method could be developed that is closer to what is happening
on an actual ship. In addition, there are other electric ship loads that could be simulated.
For example, the engine room loads such as the motors connected to pumps, fans and other
rotating equipment could be simulated. Hotel loads could also be simulated including the
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galley and air conditioning systems. Lastly, loads that deal with other electrical equipment
can be simulated such as weapons system, namely the U.S. Navy electromagnetic rail gun,
or cargo operation loads like electric cranes and cargo pumps.
Lastly, additional studies could explore how SCs increase the battery life in the ESS
since the SCs help in limiting the amount and number of discharges by the batteries.
Another study could look at SCs in a hybrid ESS that does not include batteries as part of
the system. Lastly, an experimental test could be conducted on a large or small scale. SCs
could be integrated into a model of a ship or could be tested in a limited and preliminary
capacity aboard a sailing ship or docked ship.
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APPENDIX. MATLAB SCRIPTS
clear all; close all;
t = 0:1:999;%t = 0:1:999
tstop = 100;%100
timegen = (1:1000)'/10; %timegen = (1:1000)'/10;
%%
hybrid_switch=1;%value of 1 turns
hybrid_var_switch= 1;% hybrid ops
to one)
vary = 1; %Tells how much to vary
constant as well) (one for normal

on hybrid pwr, zero turns off
w/out generator changes, (set value
gen in hybrid mode (adjust SOC
ops)

%gen_pwr=4250000;%avg pwr demand of 85%
%load_var = 500000;%Variation in load from waves at 10%
%gen_pwr=3500000;%avg pwr demand of 70%
%load_var = 1250000;%Variation in load from waves 25%
gen_pwr=2500000;%avg pwr demand of 50%
load_var = 2250000;%Variation in load from waves 45 %
%gen_pwr=5000000*.5;%avg pwr demand of 50%
%load_var = 2250000;%Variation in load from waves 45 %
load2= (gen_pwr + (load_var)*sin((2*pi/8/10)*t));%keep max load to <95%
power_load = load2;
tstep = .001;
Hybrid_pwr = 5000000*.51;%Generator pwr at 90% in hybrid mode
Kp=4;%4
Ki=40;%40
Cap=0.125;% If too big model or small becomes unstable
Csc=250*4 ; %supercapacitors,130 by 4 by 250x(increase by
250x)250x100x4if too low the system not be able to keep up
alpha=0.005; %determines amount of energy to batteries's (0.002) (Low #
makes
%batt's take less load)If to big model gets singularity. good at 0.005
V_dc_ic = 800;%Originally 200 volts, increased to drop current
V_battery = 800;%800; % battery string voltage 12x10x4
A_hours = 125;
% rated battery amp hours rated at 1kWh(similar to
Corvus set-up) original =12Ah (Rated kWh / V_battery)
num_strings = 8; %8 % number of battery strings in parallel (High
number keeps SOC from railing to high)8x4
E_battery = num_strings*V_battery*A_hours*60^2; % watt seconds =J (gain
block 6 for SOC)
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Vmax = 820;% plus/minus 20 volts
Vmin = 80;%780
Emax= 1/2*Csc*Vmax^2;
Emin= 1/2*Csc*Vmin^2;
V_sc_ic = sqrt(2/Csc*(Emax+Emin)/2); % set to voltage where half the
%energy is available for charging and half for discharging
Batt_i = hybrid_switch;%charge from batteries, change to 0 for no batt
pwr
SOC = hybrid_switch;%zero for no SOC, disables hybrid operation
SC_i = hybrid_switch;%SC current out
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

break2 = Vmax-V_sc_ic;
break3 = Vmin-V_sc_ic;
breakd = 3; % controller band from zero gain to unity gain
pts1 = breakd/(Vmax-Vmin)*2000;
pts2 = 2000-pts1;
for ii = 1:2000
x_data(ii) = break3+ (ii-1)/1999*(Vmax-Vmin);
if x_data(ii) < break3+breakd
y_data(ii) = (ii-1)/pts1;
elseif x_data(ii) <= break2-breakd
y_data(ii) = 1;
else
y_data(ii) = 1-(ii-pts2)/pts1;
end
end

%%
SC_on=1;
sim ship_simulation_Apr2;
timev = simout1(:,4);
Ibat_SCON = simout1(:,1);
vsc_SCON = simout1(:,8);
isc_boost_SCON = simout1(:,3);
avg_battery_I_with_SC = mean(Ibat_SCON);
avg_SC_I = mean(isc_boost_SCON);
sc_peaktopeak= max(vsc_SCON)-min(vsc_SCON);
vdc_bus_SCON = simout1(:,2);
%gain_var = simout1(:,7); used for controller bypass, last used on Mar
14th
%model
pgen = simout(:,1);%Gen pwr out
pwrgen=(pgen/50000);%pwr gen in percent
fuel_cons= (0.017536.*pwrgen.^2 - 2.8432.*pwrgen + 485.32);%g/kWh fuel
consumption using equation for 2 gens
kWh_per_g = pgen./1000./fuel_cons;%kWh/g
Eff = 100*(kWh_per_g/36.0679635);%Fuel Efficiency
figure(1)
grid on;
xlim([2 inf]);
%ylim([-20 40]);
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ax = gca;
%ax.XTick = [0,4,8,12,16,20,24];
%ax.YTick = [-20,0,20,40];
hold on
plot(timev,simout1(:,6),'b');
grid on;
xlim([2 inf]);
%ylim([0 6000]);
ax = gca;
%ax.XTick = [0,4,8,12,16,20,24];
%ax.YTick = [-20,0,20,40];
%plot(timev,simout1(:,7),'g'); for second generator
%plot(timev,-simout1(:,10),'g'); %for second load,load 1
grid;
xlim([2 inf]);%([0 24])
%ylim([-20 60]);
ax = gca;
%ax.XTick = [0,4,8,12,16,20,24];
%ax.YTick = [-20,0,20,40,60];
plot(timev,-simout1(:,5),'m');
xlabel('time [sec]');
ylabel('Currents [A]')
grid;
xlim([2 inf]);
%ylim([0 80]);
ax = gca;
%ax.XTick = [0,4,8,12,16,20,24];
%ax.YTick = [0,20,40,60,80];
legend('Generator Current' ,'Load
Current','interpreter','latex','location','best');%'i_secondary load'
hold off
%print(gcf,'-djpeg','-r350','Figure3rev');
figure(2)
subplot(2,1,1), plot(timev,Ibat_SCON,'b');
ylabel('Battery Current [A]')
grid;
%xlim([0 100]);
%ylim([-40 40]);
ax = gca;
%ax.XTick = [0,4,8,12,16,20,24];
%ax.YTick = [-40,-20,0,20,40];
subplot(2,1,2), plot(timev,isc_boost_SCON,'r');
ylabel('SC Current [A]')
grid;
%xlim([0 100]);
%ylim([-40 40]);
ax = gca;
%ax.XTick = [0,4,8,12,16,20,24];
%ax.YTick = [-40,-20,0,20,40];
xlabel('time [sec]');
%ax.YTick = [-1,-0.5,0,0.5,1];
figure(3)
subplot(2,1,1), plot(timev,isc_boost_SCON),'r';
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hold on;
subplot(2,1,1), plot(timev,vsc_SCON-V_sc_ic,'g');%difference btwn
Actual voltage and control coltage
hold off;
legend('SC Current','v SC - v
SC*','interpreter','latex','location','southeast');
grid;
%xlim([0 100]);
%ylim([-40, 40]);
ax = gca;
%ax.XTick = [0,4,8,12,16,20,24];
%subplot(2,1,2), plot(timev,gain_var,'b');
%ylim([0 1.5])
legend('SC current gain','interpreter','latex','location','northwest');
grid;
%xlim([0 100]);
xlabel('time [sec]');
ax = gca;
%ax.XTick = [0,4,8,12,16,20,24];
figure(4)
plot(timev,isc_boost_SCON,'r');
hold on;
plot(timev,vsc_SCON-V_sc_ic,'g');
%plot(timev,gain_var*10,'b');%gain times 10 for visability
%ylim([-30 30])
grid;
xlim([2 inf]);
%ylim([-40, 40]);
xlabel('time [sec]');
ax = gca;
%ax.XTick = [0,4,8,12,16,20,24];
legend('i SC','v SC-v SC*','SC current
gain','interpreter','latex','location','southeast');
hold off;
figure(8)%SOC
plot(timev,simout(:,2))
xlabel('time [sec]')
ylabel('State of Charge')
grid
%xlim([0 24]);
figure(9)
subplot(3,1,1),plot(timev,fuel_cons)
grid
xlim([8 inf])
legend('Fuel Consumption')
xlabel('time [sec]');
ylabel('Gal/hr');
hold on
subplot(3,1,2),plot(timev, kWh_per_g)
grid
xlim([8 inf])
xlabel('time [sec]');
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ylabel('kWh/gal')
hold on
subplot(3,1,3),plot(timev,Eff)
grid
xlim([5 inf])
legend('Efficiency')
xlabel('time [sec]');
ylabel('Percent %')
hold off

%%
SC_on=0;
sim ship_simulation_Apr2;
vdc_bus_SCOFF = simout1(:,2);
Ibat_SCOFF = simout1(:,1);
vsc_SCOFF = simout1(:,8);
isc_boost_SCOFF = simout1(:,3);
figure(5)
subplot(2,1,1), plot(timev,simout1(:,1),'b');
%legend('i_B','interpreter','latex','location','best');
ylabel('Battery Current [A]')
grid;
xlim([2 inf]);
%ylim([-40 40]);
ax = gca;
%ax.XTick = [0,4,8,12,16,20,24];
%ax.YTick = [-40,-20,0,20,40];
subplot(2,1,2), plot(timev,isc_boost_SCOFF,'r');
grid;
xlim([2 inf]);
%ylim([-40 40]);
ax = gca;
%ax.XTick = [0,4,8,12,16,20,24];
ylabel('SC Current [A]');
xlabel('time [sec]');
avg_battery_I_without_SC = mean(simout1(:,1));
figure(6)
subplot(2,1,1), plot(timev,vdc_bus_SCON-V_dc_ic,'b');
ylabel('DC bus ripple SC on [V]')
grid;
xlim([2 inf]);
%ylim([-25 25]);
ax = gca;
%ax.XTick = [0,4,8,12,16,20,24];
%ax.YTick = [-20,-10,0,10,20];
subplot(2,1,2), plot(timev,vdc_bus_SCOFF-V_dc_ic,'r');
ylabel('DC bus ripple SC off [V]')
xlabel('time [sec]');
grid;
xlim([2 inf]);
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%ylim([-25 25]);
ax = gca;
%ax.XTick = [0,4,8,12,16,20,24];
%ax.YTick = [-20,-10,0,10,20];
figure(7)%SOC
plot(timev,simout(:,2))
xlabel('time [sec]')
ylabel('State of Charge')
grid
%xlim([0 24]);
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